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Hosted Data Management

For agencies that do not wish to manage their own servers, 
Agilaire can provide a complete managed and supervised 
hosting solution. Agency staff can access their system over 
the Internet and receive regular emailed report and alarm 
notifications. No more installing software updates, and 
automatic backups are performed and delivered to you 
on a defined schedule.

IT-Friendly

  Tier 3 hosting- Dedicated or Virtualized

  Redundant power, network

  Secure connections

  Intrusion Protection Systems (IPS)

   Regular Security / Vulnerability Reviews

   Fast recovery in any situation

Full Functionality

All available AirVision options including:

  Automatic Data Validation processor

  Full Editing / Reporting

  Asset / Work Item Tracking

  AgileWeb

  Sync configuration management

  Ambient and/or Source reporting

  MyAQI and Tech Assist Mobile Apps

Carefree

Updates are automatically loaded, tested, 
and you’ll never have to run another update 
installation again. You can also access your 
data from any location, based on a preset 
security profile.

Adaptable

Web portal can be used to provide links to
regulations, SOPs, manufacturer’s manuals, 
as well as field forms and worksheets.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS)

Where is my data, and am I at risk of losing it?

This issue has historically been the barrier to hosted 
systems — that you can’t physically touch your data. 
Agilaire can manage this concern by delivering 
regular backups of your data electronically or via 
physical medium, available for your use anytime.

Is the client web-based?

You can choose either a thick client or Web-based 
client. However, remember that Web-based clients 
have some special considerations:

Feature set — It’s not possible to offer the same 
rich user experience and interface available in 
a regular client through a web browser. Mostly 
this is noticed in the data editor, AirVision’s web 
client reports are identical in function.

Speed — Client-side rendering is always vastly 
faster than server-side rendering. Again, this is 
more noticeable in editors and forms than reports.

Browser Compatibility — Are you using IE? 
Firefox? Chrome? Which version? Modern 
browsers are better on this issue, but old 
browsers (e.g., before IE 9) can be problematic.

What is the cost?

The base hosting cost depends on the AirVision feature
set selected, the number of anticipated users, and the
amount of data to be retained. A typical AirVision
Standard Edition with TCP-polled sites can be hosted 
for as little as $400 per month. Additional cost items 
include provision for telephone modem polled sites 
(mostly phone line and long distance, billed at cost 
only, plus an equipment charge), optional AgileWeb 
hosting, etc.

What happens if I terminate my service?

Agilaire will deliver the database and a current copy of
AirVision to you, and can optionally provide a delivered
server, ready to go.
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